Security Council
UNHQ, NY, 6 and 8 October 1971
UN 16mm comp. and pix (with magn. stripe)
1/4" tapes: LT-1139, 1140, 1141

1589th Meeting - 6 October 1971 - Roll 1: Situation in Namibia

1. mcu Sir Colin Crowe (UK, npl) speaking
   ms

2. ms Pan L/R across Council table from President
   mcu (npl) Guillermo Sevilla-Sacasa (Nicaragua, npl)
   to Jamil M. Baroody (Saudi Arabia, npl) speaking
   297 124

Same Meeting - Roll 2 - 1/4" auto-sync. tape: LT-1140

3. mcu H. Muller (South Africa, npl) speaking
   356 59

4. mcu Toru Nakagawa (Japan, npl) speaking
   442 86

/.../
1590 Meeting - 8 October 1971 - Roll 1 with magn. stripe:
Complaint by Zambia against South Africa - 1/4" tape: LT-1141

5. mcu Joseph Odero-Jowi (Kenya) speaking 495 53
6. mcu Pratt (Sierra Leone, npl) speaking 551 56
7. mcu Abdulrahim Abby Farah (Somalia, npl) speaking 619 68
8. ms George Tomeh (Syrian Arab Republic, npl) speaking 779 160
9. mcu Victor Levonovich Issraelyan (USSR, npl) speaking in Russian 826 47
10. ms Vernon Johnson Mwaanga (Zambia, npl) speaking 926 100

Same meeting - Roll 2 with magn. stripe No.1/4" tape
11. ms Okoi Arikpo (Nigeria, npl) speaking 991 65

Sound A/PV 1589 and 1590